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54ascyidiue (5-ASiC) WAS Previously shown to be an effective matage
for arboviruses, particularly the attenuated straft (T) of Vemesuelan equIne
encephalitis (Y33) virus. The drug inhibited viral biosynthesis early in
the groth cycle. Its effect was evident and was irreversible (fixed)
within the first 5 bours after infect ion of chick o~ryo (CE) maonlayers.
gsing seaster equine mncephalitis (351) virus or Sts-4 (a temperature-
sensitive instant of MS) in pulse-libeled experiments, 5-AsiC did not show
my significant effect an the Initiation -r rate of total 3an synthesis

but did lower the cumletive uptake of CIM-uridi,,a In 6-hour infected cells.
fte lower cumulative uptake way be the result of breakdon of AM1 synthe-
usead in the presence of 5-AraC as hypotbesised for bacteria. Sucrose
gridiest analysis of the different viral 331 species in infected cells
revealed a somhmat diminised 206 and 275 M3 fraction in 6-hour infected
cultures treated with 25 I&$/nl 5-AsiC but the 458 fraction was not affected.I ~The viral 131 synthesized in the presence of S-AzsC was significantly labile
upon phenol extraction, having only 2 to n~ of the infectivity of controls,
yet it ebmed approximataly the eam quantity of 458 IVA; the latter is
moreally the most Infectious of the kano species of viral 3RM. The data
accumulated on the mutagenic and inhibitory effects of 5-AzaC suggest that
it acts directly on viral 33* and support the notion yet to be proved that
It is Incorporated into the viral RNA.
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In a previously published paper,** data were presented to docummet the
outogenec action of 5-azacytidine (5-AzC) o several arboviruses. Pre-
liminary evidence was given on the time and possible mode of action of
5-AzaC on viral 3A synthesis. This paper presents evidence confirming
and extending those findings.

1,. VATERIALS W METMS

Our experiments were performed with 24-hour chick embryo (CE) monolayers
infected vith strains of VEE or SEE virus overlay"d with liquid minimal
media containing 10 to 25 Sg/al 5-AzaC. Cultures were maintained at 37 C
in 5. CO2 atmosphere and virus yields were assayed as plmques on 24-hour
CE monolayers that were stained end scored after 2 days' Incubation.
Studies on 5-AzaC action within the viral growth cycle were performed with
T virus, an attenuated strain of VEE virus that forms small plaques. Tn
experiments designed to examine the effect of 5-AzaC on RUA metabolsm and
synthesis, we used EEl and Ets-4 virus, a temperature-sensitive strain of
EEC described by Zebovitz and BIrmn.*** Advantage was taken of the incrmaed
IVA synthesis described for Sts-4. Isthese eroertments the Zebovitz
minimal medium containing uridine-2-C1 4 (5 jic/200 ml), insulin, and
actinomycin D was used to overlay infected CE monolayers. At various
sampling intervals, supernatant medium was removed for assay of the virus
pfu titer, and monolayers wert,.harvested and treated with trichlorofcetic
acid (TCA) for assay of the C" incorporated into the insoluble product.
Counts were made in a Packard liquid scintillation counter.

The earlier studies on the mechanism of 5-AzaC action involved the
addition of various nucleic acid precursors (especially uridine) as
antagonist to the potent analogue 5-AzaC. Those studies, in which the
analogue (5-AzaC) and the antagonist (uridine) were maintained throughout
the growth cycle from the times of introduction, showed that the early
stages of the viral growth cycle were the most sensitive to the iat~on
of inhibition and to the reversal of both lethal and mutagenic effects.
In recent experiments described below in which medium containing 5-AzsC
was replaced with control medium at various times 4iiaa infection, it was
found unnecessary for the drug to be present throughcit the complete
growth period to affect the final (25-hour) titer.

This report should not be used as a literature citation in material to
be published in the open literature. Readers interested in referencing
the Information contained herein should contact the senior author to

ascertain when and where it may appear in citable form.
Ha* alle, S. 5-Azacytidine as a mutagen for arboviruses. 1968. J. Virol.
2:1228-1229.

*** Zebovits, I.; Brown, A. 1968. Pattern of viral RM synthesis in a
temperature-sensitive intant of eastern equine encephalitis virus.
Bacteriol. Proc., p. 163.

__
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Tabl I I shos that the effect of 10 pg/hi of 5-AzaC during the first
Sbosu postinfection could not easily be reversed by washing out and

refeeding the cutur with fresh control sodium. When 5AzaC addition vas
delayed 5 hoirs postLnfaction, no inhibition of T virus grwth was noted
is the 25-bour titer. This again illustrates that the early part of the
viral cycle is critical for 5-AaC action. In addition, it indicates that
the 5-AmW effect was "fixed" (becam irreversible) early in the viral

growtb cycle.-

TAUS 1. KITCT OF D3ATIOW OF 5-AzaC ThM IT ON T VIRUS

Tim of 5-AsaC Tim of
Treatment Ybdium Supernatant Titer

(10 pg/al), Replacement, at 25 Nours, Infectivity,
hoars hours pfu/ul %

- 7.7 z 10.7 100
3 8.2 z 10 106
5 8.2 x 107 106

0 to 3 3 1.2 z 106 1.6
0 to 5 5 8.8 z 105 1.1

3 to 25 - 3.5 z 106 4.5
5 to 25 - 7.5 z 107 98.0

0 to 25 - 8.9 z 105 1.2

In kinetic eaperimets with T virus, we found that the inhibition of
replication due to 5-AsaC was also detectable early (Fig. 1). When 5-AzaC
was added at the tims of infection it was not necessary to assay at 24 hours
to show the effect; the titer observed at 5 hours was already significantly
depressed compared with controls, implying a direct rather than indirect
mhbm•im of action. If uwLdine was added simultaneously at the time of
infaction, it aeutralised the inhibitory effect of 5-AzaC.

Our present data and previously published results led us to examine the
effect of 5-AsaC on a molacular level, that is, on viral RNA mtaboliss
and synthesis in radioactive tracer experimts. One of the initial
objectives was to determine and compare the rates of viral 3M synthesis
of S and Sts -1 in the presence of 5-AsaC in a pulse-labeling experiment
with utidine-CA . The label was introduced 20 minutes prior to simpling
tim in the course of the virus growth experimmnts described above.

I __________________________________________________________________
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FIGURE 1. T Virus Growth Kinetics in the Presence of 5-AzaC and Uridine.
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As s ni Figure 2, the msnim, rate of synthesis of MM viral RNA
earred at approsinately 4 hours' postinfection. Zor .ts-4 the mimi.
r-- occurred at 6 to 7- hours and sharply declined at 10 hours. 5-AzaC
(10 umE did sot sigificantly affect the time of iuitiation of synthesis
ar the rati of synthesis compared with control cultures. Nevertheless,

thi level of 54saC (10 ,ig/ml) had cleatly been shown to reduce the
mfecteioas virus titer significantly. It was hoped that a clue to the

ebecteristics of the MEL produced might be found in experiments a9 the
effect of 5-AzsC on cumulative or total incorporation of uridine-C 1".

Cultures treated with 5-AsaC and then infected with EM or Zts-4 shoved
appromutely 10% less incorporation of uridine-C14 at 6 hours than corre-
apoodisg untreated control cultures (Table 2), suggesting that the viral
WEL, that appears to be made at a normal rate and time, may have subsequently
broban dowm. The loss in virus titer seen in cultures treated with 5-AzaC
ed the relatively high C14 incorporation observed as expected in Ets-4
served as internal controls. Other experiments, in 1 zhich the concentration
of 5-AzaC was varied and in which the patterns of C uptake and breakdwn
were followed, showed a maximu accumulation for both EEM and Ets-4 at
about 10 hours' postinfection. mowever, no marked effect of 5-AzaC was
sated. The relatively small effect on cumulative radioactive incorporation
did not appear to be zufficient to account for the much larger differences
in viral yield between 5-AsaC-treated and control cultures unless a catalytic
process could account for the magnified or amplified effect from Ift to
infectious virus. If we assume 5-AzaC is incorporated during normal
synthesis and causes some breaks in viral IR, our TCA precipitate method
my also precipitate the resulting fragments and it would be diffizult to
detect quantitative differences in incorporation between 5-azaC-ýtreated
and control cultures.

The next experiment attempted to follow the fate of the radioactive
label in conjuncetion with sucrose gradient centrifugation. RYA extracted
fronmats-4-iected CE monolay•r cultures were layered on established
gradients of mscrose (15 to 35) and centrifuged at 23,000 rpm for 16 hours
an a Spinco 258 rotor. These early experiments showed som indication that
5-AssC (25 jAg/al) lowered incorporation Lato 20S and 27S viral INA but did
sot affect incorporation into the normally infectious 45S viral RMS.

Table 3 shaws that when relative mounts of incorporation Into specific
mA were compared, Ito-4-infected cultures incorporated about two times
the amot of label into 276 fraction compared with label Ln the 208
fraction. in 6-hour infected cultures treated with 5-UzaC, the ratio of
273 to 206 Sm was even higher (throe times). Overall incorporation into
both these lighter fractions was lmwer relative to 45S, which is a further
Ldliation that the MA species which are detected earliest in infection
also are most affected by 5-AzsC in Sts-4 cultures.
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Experiments,.



TABLE 2. EFFECT OF 5-AZaC ON URIDINE-C 14 'ICORPORA•3IO
IN EEE AND Ets-4 INFECTED CE MO(OLAYER CULTURES!'

C14 Incorp.
5-AzaC Conen, Supernatant Virus TCA Ppt,

Virus gg/al Titer, pfu/ml counts/min

EE 0 2.3 x 1010 7,000
10 7.6 x 108 6,200

Ets-I 0 1 x 108 13,200
10 2 x 106 11,900

a. All determinations were made 6 hours after infection.

TABLE 3. RATIO OF INCORPORATION INTO SPECIFIC VIRAL iRNA
IN Eta-4 INFECTED CE CULTURES

Ratio of cpm (Uridine-C14 )
Time of 5-AzaC into Specific Fractions
Sample, Treatment, (Sucrose Gradient)

Strain hours pg/ml 27S/45S 20S/45S

Ets-4 6 - 5.6 2.9

Ets-4 6 25 3.3 1.1
Eta-4 8 - 5.4 3.3

When these findings were extended through sucrose gradient analysis
on sequential samples taken during the course of infection, cultures
treated with 5-AzaC compared with controls showed no striking differences
in time of appearance or in the species of iRA observed; there was again,
however, a smaller overall radioactive incorporation into treated cultures.

As an adjunct to these studies, data were obtained that did show a
marked difference in cultures treated with 5-AzaC that may provide a sig-
nificant positive clue to the nature of 5-AzaC action on (RNA) arboviruses
(Table 4). As noted previously, 5-AzaC decreases the titer of both super-
natant and intracellular virus. When RNA is extracted from treated and
untreated cultures and assayed for infectious RNA (IRM), an interesting
fact is uncovered. When compared with supernatant virus titer (pfu/ml),
the infectivity of RNA extracted from 5-Azac cultures is only 2 to 5% of
the infectivity extractable from untreated cultures. This further strongly
indicates a lability of viral 3MA produced in the presence of 5-AzaC which
was only suggested from previous data on cumulative uptake of labeled
uridine.
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TABLE 4. EFFICIENCY OF IUI/ RECOVERY
FROM 5-AzaC-TREATED Ets-4 CULTURES

Relative
Relative Efficiency

Sample 5-AzaC Titer. pfu/mlk-/ IMk of lIRM-
Time, Treatment, Supernatant Recovery, 5-AzaC/IRXA.
hours 25 .Lg/ml Virus TRNA IMk/Virus Control, %

0 to 4 - 2.7 x 108 7 x 107 0.26

0 to 4 + 4.7 x 10 7  6 x 10 5  0.013 5
0to 8 - 4.2 x 108  4 x 107  0.095

0 to 8 + 1.9 x 106 3 x 10 3  0.0016 1.7

a. Infectious RNA.
b. Each sample was the pooled content of five CE monolayer cultures;

total supernatant was 10 ml, total IRUA extract was suspended in 2 ml.

The clear-cut experimental indicator of this lability thus far obtained
has been reflected in lowered infectivity in both the yield of whole virus,
in the IRNA, and in mutagenesis reported pieviously. There are other
approaches to demonstrate lability of the RNA that we have not yet tested.
Perhaps the concentration of 5-AzaC in our present methods is too low, or
the Ets-4 strain with its high RNA activity masks an effect which we cannot
observe. In addition to these tests other biochemical and biophysical
approaches are being initiated to test whether 5-AzaC is incorporated into
the RNA, whether the RNA produced is labile, and whether the RNA is biologi-
cally active in spite of an association with a decreased infectivity.

II
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Data have been presented relative to the time and mode of action of
5-AsaC on viral RNA synthesis. In experiments with the attenuated T
mntant strain of VEE virus it was confirmed that the early part of the
viral growth cycle is critical for 5-AzaC action. Further, the inhibition

was evident during the first 5 hours of infection where it also became
irreversible. The initiation and rate of viral RN& synthesis of EEE andIts-4 cultures treated vith 5-AzaC did not significantly differ from
untreated control cultures. However, the total (cumulative) RNA produced
(measured as uridine-C' 4 incorporation) was somewhat less in cultures
treated with 5-AzaC. There was also some indication that a relatively
small amount of 20S and 27S RNA vwa found in treated cultures compared
with control Ets-4 infected cultures, but the quantities of the normally
infectious 45S RNA were the same. Besides the inhibitory effect of 5-AzaC
on virus yield, an important now observation was made that the viral RNA
made in the presence of 5-AzaC was highly labile in terms of infectivity
when compared with untreated controls, although the quantities of the
normally infectious 45S species of RNA were alike. Data obtained thus far
strongly suggest a direct 5-AzaC effect on viral RNA that is subtle and not
"easily observed by the biophysical and biochemical methods used to date, but
is clearly demonstrable by the sensitive biological attributes of mutagenesis
and infectivity.

I _________________.....___,__ __-__
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IS. AUTrA~cT 5-Azacytidine (5-AzC) van previously shown to be an effective mutagen for

.rboviruses, particularly the attenuated strain (T) of Venezuelan equine encephalitis
(iiv) virus. The drug inhibited viral biosynthesis early in the growth cycle. Its
effect was evident and was irreversibj4 (fixed) within the first 5 hours after infec-
tion oi chick emrbryo (CE) monolayers. Using eastern equine encephalitis (EZE) virus or
Ets-4 (a temperature-sensitive mutant of EEZ) in pulse-labeled experiments, 5-AzsC did
not show acy significant effect on the initiation or rate of total RNA synthesis but
did lower the cumulative uptake of C14 -uridine in 6-hour infected cells. The lower
cumulative uptake may he the result of breakdown of XL& synthesized in the presence of
5-Ar&C as hypothesized for bacteria. Sucrose gradient analysis of the difierent viral
RNA species in infected cells revealed a somewhat diminished 20S and 27S RNA fraction
in 6-hour infected cultures treated with 254ig/ml 5-AzaC but the 45S fraction wa& not
affected. The viral REL synthesized in the pr sence of 5-AzaC was significantly labil
upon phenol extraction, having only 2 to 5Zof the infectivity of controls, yet it
showed approximatel- the same quantity of A5S RNA; the latter is normally the most
infectious of the known species of viral IL•. The data accuemlated on the mutagenic
and inhibitory effects of 5-AzaC suggest/that it acts directly on viral R3M and
support the notion ye; to be proved tha% it is incorporated into the viral RDM.
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